
Media Technologies - Assessment One - Planning 
Presentation Date:13/12/2019 

 
- Decision Made and Action Completed / - Awaiting Action (Write-Up) 

 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 
To-Do List: (Date of completion) 

● Appy Pie (premium membership) (Completed using Adobe XD) 
● Name? Price? Brand? 

- Libro (Italian and Spanish for ‘book’)  (Agreed/Completed 01/11/19) 
● Discuss a ‘premium’ subscription to the app or how it may grow/improve 
● Presentation - script (Awaiting Action) 
● Continue development of app (Awaiting Action) 
● Complete Decision Log with bullet points for each area (Completed) 

 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Decision Log: 

1. Coming up with a concept - looking at competition - gap in the market 
(Completed - 11/11/2019) 

- Concept (how we came up with it) 
The concept of Libro stemmed from a group of university students who uncovered that the 
price of books (namely, educational ones prescribed for our reading) varied from site to site, 
with staggering differences between their price points. Libro seeks to act as a price 
comparison point app to offer a convenient, comparative and, ultimately, cheaper book 
purchasing platform. 

- Competition (similar apps to us) 
Through searching online, we have discovered archaic websites that offer a similar service 
to our own, albeit, possessing a non-user friendly user interface and a lack of 
responsive/adaptive design (mobile friendly). http://www.booksprice.co.uk/. A second similar 
http://www.selltextbooksforcash.com/ site only offers the ability to sell books. 

- Market Niche (why ours is unique) 
Libro is unique in that it offers itself as a phone application to offer convenience at the click 
of a button.  
 

2. Tetrad Model (Completed) 
- Enhances (focuses some human capacity or proclivity) 

The app enhances ease of access to a variety of texts. It enhances the human nature of 
curiosity and our need for constant, new information. 
 

- Retrieves (refers to experiences of the past) 
Retrieves images of book-centric life where libraries and paper-based information was more 
readily available. Libro transgresses the rise of ebook and pdf to offer a convenient, 
comparative and, ultimately, cheaper book purchasing platform. 
 

http://www.booksprice.co.uk/
http://www.selltextbooksforcash.com/


- Obsolesces (makes an older medium obsolete) 
Whilst it’s not the only medium to do so, this app may further ostracise the traditional 
bookshop like Waterstones. The ability to simply compare prices and save money is 
impossible to reject.  
 

- Reverses (flips its intentions and creates an issue) 
For example…. If four retailers agree to partake in the Libro app - for them, it is a 
chance to increase their sales. However, if one retailer is consistently more 
expensive - their trade will end up with a cheaper alternative; therefore instead of 
increasing their sales through Libro, their exorbitant pricing means they are in fact 
losing custom to other retailers.  
 
 

 
 
 

3. Researching how to make an app (Completed) 
 

- Discuss considerations when choosing app-building programme, why we chose 
appypie, what the software can and can’t do and the transition from (essentially) no 
app-building experience to the finished product.  
 

- App programmes offer a wide range of different services, and choosing them for 
development required us to take in several factors: 

- Payment or subscription to the service 
- Coded or self-intuitive 
- Development for iOS or Android 

Software such as xCode is a fully functioning Microsoft VB+ software where you may 
develop an app through script and code, whereas AppyPie is a software that is 
self-intuitive like a site such as Wix. 
 
AppyPie 
AppyPie possesses a wide range of services, both premium and free. 

- Free list 
- Premium list 
- Reason we chose it 
- Where it comes short 

 
 

4. Data considerations: (Completed 04/11/19) 
- Data harvesting for book recommendations within the app 

Data regarding search and bookmarking history allows us to recommend certain texts based 
on a user's reading history. 

- Data harvesting for targeted advertising  
Data based on a user’s history can be used for targeted advertising - those who sign up 
using Facebook may also find targeted advertising on their Facebook pages derived by us. 



- Data protection considerations  
Elaborating on the previous point - permission would have to be given by the user to allow 
us to share their browsing data with social media. This privacy policy could be agreed when 
the user signs up with their email or social media account. 

- Data as reading/literacy figures by region 
Whilst it may not be our primary aim, regional data reflecting the reading habits of specific 
areas may be of use. Location services or a simple option to add ones location may provide 
patterns of reading habits of one region compared to others - albeit negative or positive.  

- ISO Database 
 

5. Premium Subscriptions and Future Growth (Awaiting Action) 
 

- Three-tiered Subscription Packages 
 - £0 Normalo, £2 Estudiante, £4 Maximus 
- Free delivery 
- Book recommendations 
- Free book / audiobook / something similar 
- Student discount 
 

- Advertising Space 
 - Space for third-party advertisers can be bought and displayed on the app home 
screen. 
 

 
Tetrad - Blog Entry 
 
Marshall McLuhan and the Laws of Media (1998) 
Marshall McLuhan was a philosopher who explored the transformative effects of media 
technologies, namely, the prediction of the internet. He received a Ph.D. from Cambridge 
University, and is most known for his work of Media, with such books as The Medium is the 
Massage (1967), and Understanding Media (1964). 
 
Marshall McLuhan created the notion of ‘tetrads’ to patent a style of analysis to various types 
of media forms, that stemmed from his belief that Media Technologies existed in an 
ecosystem with four individual effects. “They are meant to be used as tools to analyze the 
patterns of effects that different technologies produce.” These were what the technology 
would enhance, reverse, retrieve, and make obsolete (obsolesces).  
 
To enhance something would denote its effects of extending, amplifying, or changing human 
proclivity or productivity in one manner or another. To reverse would be to, when pushed to 
extremes, it forms an oppositional intention. To retrieve is to call upon information of the 
past, using former media technologies, patterns, or experiences. To obsolesces is to make 
obsolete older platforms, processes, or systems. ((Not sure if this is needed or necessary, 
would have to compare to what’s being asked from the rubric)) 
 



Applying McLuhan’s system to our product is a useful way of understanding why there is a 
niché in the market for us, while seeking to also further our knowledge regarding how our 
media technology interacts with others — enhancing human life while obsolescing older 
platforms. 
 
Libro enhances through the standpoint of ease of access. It is an intuitive, hand-held app 
that streamlines the process of price comparison and enables instantaneous viewing of 
costs of any books. Likewise, it enhances the human nature of curiosity and our need for 
constant, new information. Users are offered the source for which websites typically price 
books lower, while also serving the purpose of aiding students, and even low income 
individuals to participate in the hobby of reading. 
 
Libro retrieves the book-centrif life of the past, where libraries and paper-based information 
were more readily available. It transgresses the rise of the ebook and PDF to offer a 
convenient, comparative, and ultimately cheaper book purchasing platform. 
 
Libro obsolesces price comparison websites, by offering a convenient, portable app usable 
by phone — which, in a day and age where there are 2.71 billion smartphone users 
(TechJury), archaic websites that fail offer adaptive, mobile friendly websites become 
obsolete. While, with no intention to, it obsoletes brick and mortar shops such as 
Waterstones, ostracising the traditional bookstore by offering the power to compare prices 
and save money. 
 
Libro reverses  
 
Reverse Idea: 
When pushed, a medium will reverse it’s characteristics. For instance, the 

highway is meant to speed up traffic, make travel easier, but when you have 

too many cars on the road at once, you get a traffic jam 

 When Libro is reversed, it may cause an influx of buys toward a shop — and if too many 
people are buying — they may choose to raise the prices due to the supply and demand. 
This reverses the intention of attempting to buy cheap books?? 

 
 
 
 
HELPFUL SOURCES FOR BLOG: 
http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/classes/188/spring07/mcluhan.pdf (Marshall McLuhan 
Interview from Playboy, 1969) 
https://shuspace.shu.ac.uk/bbcswebdav/pid-8584592-dt-content-rid-34206416_2/courses/55
-602684-AF-20190/Marshall%20McLuhan%20-%20The%20Medium%20is%20The%20Mass
age.pdf (Marshall McLuhan, The Medium is the Massage, 1967) 
 
 
 

http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/classes/188/spring07/mcluhan.pdf
https://shuspace.shu.ac.uk/bbcswebdav/pid-8584592-dt-content-rid-34206416_2/courses/55-602684-AF-20190/Marshall%20McLuhan%20-%20The%20Medium%20is%20The%20Massage.pdf
https://shuspace.shu.ac.uk/bbcswebdav/pid-8584592-dt-content-rid-34206416_2/courses/55-602684-AF-20190/Marshall%20McLuhan%20-%20The%20Medium%20is%20The%20Massage.pdf
https://shuspace.shu.ac.uk/bbcswebdav/pid-8584592-dt-content-rid-34206416_2/courses/55-602684-AF-20190/Marshall%20McLuhan%20-%20The%20Medium%20is%20The%20Massage.pdf

